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Page One (Six Panels) 
 
Panel One 
We’re in an underground nightclub in Mega City One, so the lighting should be 
suitably garish – purples and yellows etc. But DREDD is in front of us (at least that’s 
how it seems). This isn’t Dredd actually. It’s a similar sized/build guy, similar 
physicality, but doesn’t quite have the same chin or the same weathered appearance. 
The guy’s late 30s too, so younger than Dredd. But, he’s wearing the same outfit, has 
‘Dredd’ on the badge, which should be visible here, and is angrily pointing his finger 
in ‘our’ face. The body language is very atypical Dredd. We’re a creep and he’s 
arresting us. Forcefully. I can see Bolland’s ‘I’m with Rowdy Yates block, who you 
fighting with’ panel here. 
 
NOT DREDD:  YOU!! CREEP!! 
 
NOT DREDD:  YOU’RE UNDER ARREST!! 
 
 
Panel Two 
Now we see who ‘Dredd’ is ‘arresting’ and it’s an intimidated, shorter guy with a 
Mohawk. Stuttering, pressed up against a wall by Dredd’s presence, Dredd’s finger 
pointing right in his face.  
 
CREEP:   Muh… muh… me? 
 
CREEP:   What… what did I do? 
 
NOT DREDD: Indecent exposure. Staring down ten in a cube, 

perv. 
 
CREEP:   Yuh… yuh… 
 
 
Panel Three 
Dredd grabs the creep with a strong grip on each shoulder and, being much taller, 
virtually squeezes the terrified creep as his face/helmet looms into him. ‘Dredd’ 
intently stares in the creep’s eyes. INTENSITY. 
 
CREEP:  … yuh… yuh… 
 
NOT DREDD (small): Say it. 
 
CREEP:  … yuh… yuh… 
 
NOT DREDD: SAY IT!!! 
 
 
Panel Four 
Virtually same panel but the creep stares into ‘Dredd’s’ eyes, lost in them. Stunned. 
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CREEP:   You are the law. 
 
 
Panel Five 
Virtually same panel again but ‘Dredd’ lifts the smaller creep up off the floor by 
gripping both shoulders. Such is this Dredd’s strength. The creep looks shocked as if 
he doesn’t know what Dredd’s doing, staring into Dredd’s eyes. ‘Dredd’ totally 
dominant and in charge. 
 
NOT DREDD:   Damn straight. 
 
 
Panel Six 
Large panel. Let’s give this some space as ENGULFS the creep in the mother, father 
and children of all snogs. And this isn’t just a kiss, this is a sexual thing. The creep 
goes weak at the knees and returns the kiss. He doesn’t have any choice. NB – Even 
though this caption is Taylor’s (our protagonist, who we’ll meet next page), can we 
place it so it looks like it’s ‘Dredd’ thinking this. This panel is all misdirection. 
 
TAYLOR CAPTION: “I guess, somehow, I’d always known I was gay. I was 

just too SCARED to admit it.” 
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Page Two (Seven Panels) 
 
Panel One 
Now we get an establishing shot of Taylor, our 18-year-old protagonist. He’s face 
onto us, stood in the nightclub, and he’s wide-eyed with wonder. Nice looking kid but 
nothing astonishing. Dresses normally. Kind of thin and sensitive looking. Kind eyes. 
A sympathetic character, this guy. He’s been emotionally beaten down in his life by 
his father, as we’ll see. There’s a good heart in there, but he’s scared too. Not 
empowered. Not yet. 
 
TAYLOR CAPTION: “Maybe every gay man or woman has a pivotal 

moment. An epiphany, I guess you could call it.” 
 
TAYLOR CAPTION: “Or maybe some are just REALLY lucky and are 

always certain.” 
 
TAYLOR CAPTION: “I don’t know…” 
 
 
Panel Two 
Now we get a wide establishing shot of the nightclub and we see that the club is filled 
with Dredds. All men. All dresses as Dredd, aside from a handful who are dressed as 
creeps for play-acting purposes. Some of these Dredds have big bushy moustaches. 
Some are short, one is pretty overweight. There’s a thin Chinese Dredd, the helmet 
too big for him. One Dredd is laughing, chasing a perp with his daystick out, the perp 
playfully laughing. A couple of Dredds are making out. They’re snogging in an 
alcove that, above it, has the words: “The Hall of Just Us.” This is a Dredd-themed 
gay club. There’s two DJs on the decks, both dressed as Dredd, obviously.  
 
TAYLOR CAPTION: “For me though, I knew nothing could be the same 

again…” 
 
TAYLOR CAPTION:  “Not after I walked into THE CLUB.” 
 
 
Panel Three, Four, Five 
Three small panels running horizontally across the page focussing on little vignettes 
as described above. Feel free to zoom in on parts of the image above. 
 
Panel Three: The laughing Dredd chasing the laughing perp with his daystick out. 
 
Panel Four: The two DJs on the decks, both dressed as Dredd. One with his finger to 
the side of his helmet, where his ear should be, the way DJs do, even though he’s got 
a helmet there. 
 
Panel Five: Two Dredds, snogging furiously. One with a big moustache. They’re 
snogging in an alcove that, above it, has the words: “The Hall of Just Us.” 
 
 
Panel Six 
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Back to the stunned Taylor and a friend of his, smiling, hands him a drink (he’s just 
been to the bar). The friend is a guy in his late 20s. He’s amused by how shocked 
Taylor is. But in a nice way. 
 
TAYLOR CAPTION:   “DREDD’S DAYSTICK.” 
 
TAYLOR CAPTION: “A secret underground club inspired by the most 

macho man dressed in leather and a helmet this 
city had ever seen.”   

 
TAYLOR CAPTION: “A free-spirited, happy place where the only law 

was FUN.” 
 
 
Panel Seven 
Cut to a different scene. Taylor’s father. A hard-as-nails, gruff straight guy in his late 
30s, and he’s angry. REALLY angry. Wild eyed and lost it. This guy’s had a blue-
collar life and he’s bitter and masculine and the last man in the world you’d expect to 
be understanding about his son being gay. He’s a bricklayer-type. Drunk. Bitter and 
broken from grief. His fist clenched and about to reign down a punch on us. He’s 
absolutely lost it here. Red mist overcome him. Grief overcome him. 
 
TAYLOR CAPTION:   “Fun…” 
 
FATHER:  YOU… YOU AREN’T MY SON!! YOU’RE 

HER SON!!! 
 
FATHER:  YOU’RE NOT MY SON!!! 
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Page Three (Six Panels) 
 
Panel One 
Cut to a different scene. Taylor, aged 16, several years ago, and his father sat in their 
small, very modest living room. Taylor’s father is painting an intricate model of a 
superfast roadster on the table. Taylor stares at him, bored. 
 
TAYLOR CAPTION: “It’s the 22nd century and homosexuality isn’t illegal but 

there still wasn’t any easy way to tell dad the REAL 
reasons I never had a girlfriend.” 

 
TAYLOR CAPTION: “Communication had never been big in our apartment, 

even before mom died.” 
 
TAYLOR CAPTION: “After that dad just kind of shut down. Didn’t have a 

job to distract him. Always concentrating on his stupid 
models.” 

 
 
Panel Two 
Taylor, 17 now, out with friends on the streets of Mega City One, him and another 
boy of similar age laughing. His friend pushing him slightly, in a playful way. This is 
Jason. 
 
TAYLOR CAPTION: “I missed mom too but I started spending all that time 

with Jason. He was my friend. My BEST friend.” 
 
TAYLOR CAPTION: “Jason made me laugh again, y’know.”  
 
 
Panel Three 
Taylor enters his apartment (in background of this panel). In foreground his father’s 
sat in the armchair, watching the ‘TV’ and he’s crying. Big gobby tears of grief 
coming down his face. Taylor hovers in the door, not knowing what to do. 
 
TALOR CAPTION: “That’s tough to do when you’re at a place in your life 

where you don’t even know where the next smile’s 
coming from.” 

 
 
Panel Four 
Jason and Taylor sit on his bed in his apartment, hanging out, smiling at a magazine 
they’re both looking at. There’s a door behind them. It’s shut currently. It’ll open next 
panel. 
 
TAYLOR CAPTION: “I didn’t know if Jason was gay. I didn’t honestly 100% 

know I was gay. I just, kinda, loved hanging out with 
him.” 
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TAYLOR CAPTION: “And I could sorta feel the world pushing us closer and 
closer together, if that makes sense.” 

 
 
Panel Five 
Jason and Taylor freeze and look into each other’s eyes, they’re plainly going to kiss 
each other. And in the background the door to the room opens and Taylor’s father 
enters, with two drinks for the boys, and he spots what’s happening. 
 
TAYLOR CAPTION:  “Closer and closer…” 
 
 
Panel Six 
A few moments later. Taylor’s father is laying punches into Jason, Taylor screaming 
at him to stop, hanging all over him, trying to pull him back. Taylor’s father has lost 
it. 
 
TAYLOR CAPTION: “I’d often imagined what would happen if I’d discussed 

my feelings with dad. Maturely. Y’know…” 
 
TAYLOR CAPTION: “Man-to-man.” 
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Page Four (Six Panels) 
 
Panel One 
Taylor’s on the floor, eye swollen and crying, nose bleeding, his father, in the 
background, is throwing the also somewhat battered and crying Jason out the front 
door of the apartment. 
 
TAYLOR CAPTION: “We didn’t talk for weeks afterwards. Jason just 

avoided me, too scared to even make eye contact after 
my father’s threats.” 

 
TAYLOR CAPTION: “I was just grateful to him that he never went to the 

Judges.” 
 
 
Panel Two 
Taylor on the street and he looks shocked at what’s in front of him. People are 
running. One person collapses. We’ll see what he’s looking at next panel. 
 
TAYLOR CAPTION: “And then dad went out one day and just… never came 

back.” 
 
TAYLOR CAPTION: “I went looking for him in his usual haunts…” 
 
 
Panel Three 
Now we’re behind Taylor and we can see a massive CHAOS DAY roadblock of 
Judges, shouting at panicked citizens to get back in their homes and stay there through 
megaphones. A H-Wagon in shot, hovering in the air. There’s dead bodies in the 
street. People who’ve just collapsed and died, frothing at the mouth. Bad things 
happening to the city. Bad! 
 
TAYLOR CAPTION: “I never found him. The Chaos Bug saw to 

that.” 
 
TAYLOR CAPTION: “It saw to 350 million citizens. Including Jason.” 
 
 
Panel Four 
Taylor, alone in his father’s apartment, looks at his father’s models, meticulously 
painted, and cries with grief.  
 
TAYLOR CAPTION:  “He was my father… I loved him.” 
 
TAYLOR CAPTION:  “And he never knew who I really was.” 
 
 
Panel Five 
Taylor walking down a rainy Mega City One street, head down, hunched soldiers. 
Saddened. He seems broken here. Too shy to talk to anyone. 
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TAYLOR CAPTION: “So I decided no-one would EVER know who I 

really was.” 
 
TAYLOR CAPTION: “Including me… If I never admitted it, I could 

never be punished for it. Bad logic, I know. 
GRIEF logic.” 

 
TAYLOR CAPTION: “And then one night, maybe five months later, 

there was a knock on the apartment door.” 
 
 
Panel Six 
Cut to the apartment door. Taylor’s opened it and a Judge is standing there. Not 
Dredd. GOLDBERG. 
 
GOLDBERG:    Taylor Cook? 
 
TAYLOR (small):   Yes.  
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Page Five (Seven Panels) 
 
Panel One 
The Judge hands Taylor a computer disc and some papers. Taylor looks down at this, 
stunned. 
 
GOLDBERG:  Video footage of your father’s death. Had a LOT of 

these to get through. Hence the delay. 
 
TAYLOR:  Oh. 
 
GOLDBERG:  Not going to be pretty. Be warned. Wouldn’t exactly get 

the synthi-popcorn out. 
 
 
Panel Two 
Taylor, stares, frozen and horrified at the TV screen as the scene plays out. Now we 
see the video footage – CCTV street footage, and a crowd of citizens are getting 
mowed down by The DARK JUDGES. Judges Fear, Fire and Mortis at work here, 
doing their thing on a crowd of citizens. And Judge Fear has grabbed hold of one man 
and is pulling him in to ‘Gaze into the Face Of Fear’. It’s Taylor’s father. This is at a 
distance but we’ll close in next panel. 
 
TAYLOR CAPTION: “I figured I owed him enough to at least know 

how and why he died.” 
 
 
Panel Three 
Close-up now on Taylor’s father and Judge Fear. Taylor’s father gazing into those 
doors on his helmet and dying through terror. 
 
TAYLOR CAPTION:  “Fear.” 
 
TAYLOR CAPTION:  “Fear took away his life.” 
 
 
Panel Four 
Taylor watching this footage, frozen by it. A lone tear rolling down his face. A pivotal 
moment for him, this. 
 
NO DIALOGUE 
 
 
Panel Five 
Cut back to the club and Taylor is now in a Judge Dredd outfit, standing in the club 
from our earlier scene, a couple of good time Judges visible in the background of this 
scene. Taylor holds the Judge’s helmet in his hands. He’s nervous. REALLY nervous. 
Hasn’t put the helmet on yet. 
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TAYLOR CAPTION: “Couple of weeks later I found out about the 
club through a friend I met on one of the gay 
forums.” 

 
TAYLOR CAPTION: “Just come along, he said. No pressure. You 

don’t have to wear the uniform first time here.” 
 
 
Panel Six 
Taylor looks down at the Judge’s helmet in his hands. His nervous face reflecting in 
the visor. 
 
TAYLOR CAPTION: “Just… see if it’s you.” 
 
 
Panel Seven 
BANG! It’s a raid as around six PROPER ACTUAL Judges, Lawgivers primed, burst 
through a fire door into the room. And leading them is DREDD himself. And this is 
physically recognisable Dredd. The chin etc. The physicality. With him on one side is 
Judge Giant. 
 
DREDD:   FREEZE, CREEPS!! 
 
GIANT:   THIS IS A RAID!!! 
 
DREDD:  YOU’RE ALL UNDER ARRES… 
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Page Six (Six Panels) 
 
Panel One 
The entire club freezes in horror and stares at Dredd. All the little vignettes we saw on 
page two coming to a halt. The DJs music stopping. There’s a gay club full of Dredds 
staring at the REAL THING here. And Dredd is stunned by this. The badges all 
showing to him. 
 
NO DIALOGUE 
 
 
Panel Two 
Judge Giant leans into Dredd as he stares, unreadable, at ‘us’. Dredd lost for what to 
do, for once in his history. Frozen. 
 
GIANT (whispers):   Uh, Dredd. You OK? 
 
DREDD:    … 
 
GIANT:    Dredd? 
 
 
Panel Three 
Dredd snaps into action. Pointing at everyone in the club as the (real) Judges sprint 
into action. Dredd forceful, taking charge. 
 
DREDD:  Impersonating a Judge. Using Judge uniforms for… 

entertainment purposes.  
 
DREDD:  You’re all looking at five in a cube! 
 
VOICE, OFF PANEL: Five to a cube! Ooh! 
 
DREDD:  Five YEARS! 
 
 
Panel Four 
Taylor, at the back of the club, his helmet in his hands, looks behind him and sees a 
dark corridor. A means of escape.  
 
TAYLOR CAPTION:  “They haven’t noticed the corridor and the back exit.” 
 
TAYLOR CAPTION:  “I could run for it. I could hide. I could…” 
 
 
Panel Five 
Taylor, looking right at us, has turned his back on that corridor. He holds the helmet 
above his head and begins to pull it down, lowering it to put it on. To finally accept 
what he is.  
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TAYLOR CAPTION:  “No.” 
 
TAYLOR CAPTION:  “I can’t. I won’t. Not any more.” 
 
TAYLOR:   Arrest me. 
 
 
Panel Six 
Taylor is led away with the other Dredd Club prisoners. In handcuffs. Led away by 
DREDD himself as the Judges pull the various perps out into the street. But Taylor 
and Dredd are our points of focus. And Taylor is proud here. Not smug, but far from 
defeated or scared. He chose to take this punishment. 
 
TAYLOR CAPTION:  “Five years... I can do five years…” 
 
TAYLOR CAPTION:  “Then I’m OUT.” 
 
 
THE END 
 
    
 
 


